
About the artist:

Visual artist Lizza May David (1975, Quezon City, 
Philippines) is based in Berlin, Germany. She studied 
at the Academy of Fine Arts Nuremberg (Germany), 
École des Beaux Arts de Lyon (France) and University 
of Arts Berlin. In her previous works she has conside-
red the reappropriation of Philippine modern painting 
(particularly those found in institutional collections in the 
Philippines). She confronts questions of abstraction and 
historiography relating to simultaneities and transnatio-
nal aesthetic interactions. Within an architectural frame-
work she works with dichotomies of display and issues 
of visibility/invisibilities. Much of her previous work is 
autobiographical and investigates issues of identity, 
labor/migration and memory. 
 
Exploratory in nature, the paintings today reflect her 
contextual artistic disposition, understanding the canvas 
as sensorium for social change within specific localities, 
looking at the paintings’ materiality, sensualism, proxi-
mity and questions of non-/representation.Seeing the 
canvas as a subject, like in her documentary films, she 
follows the image wherever it takes her. The artist an-
chors her approach in the proximity of artistic resource, 
as well as her responses to the physicality of painting. 
According to art historian Oona Lochner „she circles 
the missing, the absent, the unknown, and reproduces 
margins until a center emerges. Her painting becomes 
evidence of ‚localized, embodied thought’1).“

1)  Avigail Moss/Kerstin Stakemeier, Implicit Horizon, in: id. (eds.),
Painting. The Implicit Horizon, The Jan van Eyck Academie, 2012, pp. 9-21,, 
here: p. 18.

Contact: mail@lizzamaydavid.com
www.lizzamaydavid.com
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Luftzirkulation Axonometrie, 2020, 
78x68cm, gerahmte Kohlepapier-
Zeichnung auf Kunstdruckpapier

Bahala Ka [What do I know?]
2020, Kunstverein Hildesheim, Germany 

In her solo exhibition Bahala Ka [What do I know?],  
Lizza May David shows small and large-scale oil paintings,  
inspired by texts on precolonial Philippines. Going beyond 
visual representation, her paintings suggest imaginations  
of non-time/-spaces, and are re-located through a dialog 
with the element of air, circulating through the architecture  
of the Kehrwiederturm. 

Out of an examination with the Western canon of art and 
the production of knowledge as well as questioning the 
academic production of knowledge, Lizza May David has 
also developed works in 2020 in Manila for the exhibition 
Untitled Painting Nr. 1-∞, which addresses the concept of 
not-knowing as well as the endlessness of space in relation 
to the body. She based this work on images produced by  
the Philippine earth observation satellites “Diwata-2”, a 
name which means “Shepherd of the Heavens” in Philippine 
mythology. In the exhibition, the artist unites an examina-
tion on the perspective of the gaze (from above, mediated 
mechanically) with experiences of subjectivity in painting. 
Her pursuit of not-knowing/the Unknown is therefore to  
be understood as an important starting point and focus  
in her works. 

The exhibition title is composed of a reference to not-kno-
wing (“What do I know?”) as well as the expression  “Bahala 
ka”, which can not only indicate a large number (Bahala:  
one hundred million) but can also mean “I leave it to you”  
(Bahala ka).[1] An expression that through its ambiguity,  
is telling of precolonial mathematical numbering as well  
as the measurement of value and attributions of social  
responsibility.

[1]“Bahala” is translated from Tagalog of the 16th century to “one hundred 
million” {Noceda & San Lucar, 1754, cited by Jean-Paul G. Potet}. According 
to Ricardo Manapat, for numbers that are more than one hundred million, one 
says “Bahala ka” (=“I leave it to you”) {Francisco Blancas de San Jose, Arte y 
reglas de la lenqua Tagala,1610, cited in Manapat’s Mathematical Ideas, 332}. 
“Bahala” also means “God of the Heavens” in the creation story of Luzon, and 
references its Sanskrit origin as “bhará” (=responsibility, weight, burden).

exhibition view 
Mezzazin



mmmmmmm, 2020
7 paintings, 78x68cm each

Oil on canvas

exhibition view
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Bahala Ka [What do I know?]



exhibition view, 3rd floor:
Diwata [What do I know?] I-III, 2020
280x570cm (3x190x280)
Oil on Canvas

Bahala Ka [What do I know?]



Untitled Painting #1– ∞
2020, 1335Mabini Gallery in Manila, Philippines

Out of the ruins of modernity emerges a signal of light:  
the non-human entity Diwata leaves polygonal traces,  
turns the forms of satellite solar panels into dysfunctional  
abstract visions, accompanied by a rhythm of gesture  
making. A minimal note extracted and put into scale,  
transforming into subsonic frequencies, a memory  
of stargazing.
The exhaustion of fuel machines, composing soundscapes 
of constant alert, lulling each other into the sleep of the  
displaced. Abundance and debt playing the never-ending 
game between dream and reality. What she knows  
operates as violence, a cruel gaze, addressed only  
to the sincere ones. - lmd

exhibition view

5-6-7-8-9 -DIWATA“, each 42x29cm,  
oil on wood panels, 2020



1-2-3-DIWATA“, each 42x29cm,  
oil on wood panels, 2020

exhibition view

Untitled Painting #1–∞



How Many Seas Will You Swim?
26’36” Videoloop, 2019
Lizza May David & Gabriel Rossell-Santillán
Installation with single-channel video and wallpaper
Brunei Gallery - SOAS University, London

Inspired by chants and myths from Mexico and the Philip-
pines, How many seas will you swim? displays David and 
Rossell Santillán’s ongoing exploration of the ocean as a 
spatial dimension and relational point of view.
Trailing through the Brunei Gallery site—starting within the 
Foyle Special Collections Gallery, moving down the gallery 
staircase before situating itself in a darkened cove under 
the stairs themselves on levels 0 and -1—the artists follow 
traces of the Bauhinia orchid tree, using it to speculate upon 
trade relations during New Spain.
Bridging the natural with the spiritual, among the many 
tropes they explore is the figure of the Binukot, a noblewo-
man and spiritual guide of the Panay Bukidnon people in 
the Visayas region of the Philippines. Mysterious, as they 
are secluded from the common folk, the Binukot are first 
chosen among the most beautiful offspring of the nobles, 
then hidden from the sun, their feet not allowed to touch the 
ground. Binukot are tasked to memorise the genealogy of 
their families and commit to memory the traditional folklore 
only handed down from generation to generation by spo-
ken word. Only the Binukot have the honour of memorising 
and retelling these epic songs and stories as they have no 
written form. The Binukot are living vessels to their peoples’ 
histories, embodying memory, becoming archives.
Working from their own artistic and cultural backgrounds, 
their installation intuitively follows visual appearances, indi-
genous stories, archival materials, daily news, and dream-
like states in order to sketch a dispositif for alternative know-
ledge and for unravelling multi-layered concepts of time.

exhibition view

exhibition view
video stills



How Many Seas Will You Swim?
Lizza May David & Gabriel Rossell-Santillán
Installation with single-channel video, metall structures, 
plaster, curtains, framed orchid prints
VIVA EXCON 2018, Roxas City, Philippines

exhibition views

video still



L-Stellen
2018, Hamburger Bahnhof
Performance Workshop im Rahmen der Ausstellung
Hello World - Revision einer Ausstellung

Ausgehend von einem „L-förmigen“ Objekt, wird der Bezug 
zwischen Besucher_innen, Architektur und den Kunstwerken 
analysiert und verhandelt. Das Objekt wurde von der Künst-
lerin in Anlehnung an ein Objekt aus einer philippinischen 
Sammlung gestaltet. Gemeinsam mit der Kunsthistorikerin 
Dr. Eva Bentcheva werden Hintergründe des Objektes erör-
tert und eine Performance entwickelt.

34

intertwined across space and time. There is a certain spirit of “transnational resonance,” 
as you have pointed out, that also reverberates in your project as it traverses Manila and 
Berlin, the CCP and Hamburger Bahnhof, your own voice in the present and Judy’s past 
practice. Yet, what I find interesting here is that the very notion of the “unknown” has 
remained central, both in your formal presentation and in your approach to archives and 
collections as sites of contingency. Even though the author of the L-shapes is now known, 
you have continued to reactivate the L-forms in order to evoke new “unknowns” in the art 
collections of Germany. 

Fig. 6-7 L-Stellen, performance by Lizza 
May David at Hamburger Bahnhof, 29 

July 2018. Photographs by Lizza May 
David and Trinka Lat

From L to E: Working with Archival Contingencies
Lizza May David and Eva Bentcheva in conversation

35

LMD: It is important to note that when we set up in the spaces of Hamburger Bahnhof, 
the objects worked again in another way which was different to their original appearance 
in the CCP. It was no longer about finding out how their forms came together, but rather 
they worked more as a prop to introduce a kind of interference in the exhibition space 
and the narratives which Hello World was presenting. There were spontaneous dialogues 
formulated around and with these objects, like horizontal movements, body movements 
and dance-like reactions; long and short, fast movements. Some participants even laid 
down with the objects, whereas others produced impromptu sculptures which were staged 
in relation to the architecture. Observers were irritated since there was no label for the 
work to be found. These are considerations taken from my own practice in painting where 
I incorporate errors as artistic material and allow coincidences to happen. In the context 
of this project, my approach to the “unknown” was to mark the space created before it 
became a “known.” In other words, marking out the space wherein things can still manifest 
themselves—a space for knowledge that unfolds itself. 

Lizza May David’s part of the conversation was translated from German by Cecilia Avanceña.

Fig. 8-9 L-Stellen, performance by Lizza 
May David at Hamburger Bahnhof, 29 

July 2018. Photographs by Lizza May 
David and Trinka Lat

From L to E: Working with Archival Contingencies
Lizza May David and Eva Bentcheva in conversation



MANGROVE
Nov. 2016 - Jan. 2017, Galerie Michael Janssen, Berlin

Ausstellungstext: Mangroven wachsen in dem Salz- oder Brackwas-
ser tropischer Küsten. Im Wechsel der Gezeiten tauchen ihre Wur-
zeln über dem Wasserspiegel auf und verschwinden wieder. Wurzeln 
und Identität, Wissen und Archive sind wiederkehrende Themen in 
Lizza May Davids Malereien, Fotografien und Filmen.
Ihre Fotoserie The Mangrove Selection nimmt Bilder zum Ausgangs-
punkt, die ihr Stiefvater, ein Fotograf aus einer deutschen Kleinstadt, 
auf seinen Arbeitsreisen durch Japan, Taiwan und die Philippinen in 
den 1970er Jahren aufgenommen hat. Bevor er seine Fotografien 
in einer kleinen Ausstellung präsentierte, zeigte er sie in dem Foto-
geschäft der Familie und bat Kunden und Freunde, ihre Lieblings-
fotos mit farbigen Klebepunkten zu kennzeichnen. In Davids Arbeit 
bewahren die Klebepunkte und die Seiten des Albums die Erinne-
rung daran, wie der Fotograf und sein Publikum die unbekannten 
Philippiner gesehen und definiert haben. Das reflektiert einerseits, 
wie Selbst- und Fremdwahrnehmung bei der Identitätsbildung zu-
sammenwirken. Es stellt sich außerdem die Frage, wer tatsächlich 
bestimmt, was gesehen werden soll und was unsichtbar bleibt und in 
welcher Beziehung Systeme der Wissensproduktion zu wirtschaftli-
chen Machtverhältnissen in einer globalisierten Welt stehen.

David beschäftigt sich darüber hinaus mit den Bedingungen von Wis-
sen und Wissensverlust in der Malerei. Sie umkreist das Fehlende, 
das Abwesende, das Unbekannte, und vervielfältigt die Ränder, bis 
sich eine Bildmitte herausbildet. Ziemlich wörtlich wird ihre Malerei 
dann zu einem Beweis eines lokalisierten, verkörperten Gedankens 
- “evidence of localized, embodied thought”: eine entschlossene, 
konsequente Beschäftigung mit Wissen und Identität; aber aus einer 
individuellen, transnationalen Perspektive. Davids Malereien rufen 
Bilder aus Kunst und Natur hervor, die zwischen ihrer philippinischen 
Herkunft und ihrer europäischen Kunstausbildung schwanken und 
mit westlichen und südostasiatischen Vorstellungen der Moderne 
jonglieren. Modernistische Abstraktion prallt auf malerische Fantasi-
en von exotischen Wäldern und den Kampf eines lokalen Botanikers 
für die Erhaltung von Arten.  (...) 

Oona Lochner (Übersetzung Lena Fliessbach)
*Avigail Moss/Kerstin Stakemeier, Implicit Horizon, in: id. (eds.), Painting. The Implicit 
Horizon, The Jan van Eyck Academie, 2012, pp. 9-21, here: p. 18.

Ausstellungsansicht 
Gegenüberstellung von 
Malerei und Fotografie

Into Not to it,  
2016, oil on canvas, 
78x85cm

Mangrove, 2016, oil on 
canvas, 78x85cm



ORNAMENTAL ECHOES
2016, Installation with paintings and videos
(Part of the event series: No new kind of Duck: Ways of 
carving out space for conflicting realities, Rosa-Luxemburg 
Platz, Berlin)

1. Into Not to it, oil on canvas, 75 x 85cm
2. I try, acrylic on canvas, 30x40 cm
3. Trias/#3 (red painting), oil on canvas, 30 x 40cm
4. You try, oil on canvas, 40x40cm

5. Drawings
single-channel-video, 4:54 min. voices: Lizza May David and 
Ricky Francisco. 
The video shows drawings by Jose Ruize Tence, a propo-
nent of Social Realism in the Philippines. He worked for 
several newspapers in the Philippines during the times of 
Martial Law in the 1980s. 

6. Plants
single-channel-video, 12:45 min. voices: Lizza May David 
and Jan Verwoert
The video shows pages from A Pictorial Guide to the Native 
Plants of Mt. Tapulao, courtesy of Ulysses Ferreras. Fer-
reras documents plants throughout the Philippines which 
face extinction due to the massive destruction of jungle 
habitats caused by resource mining and climate change.

7. Trias/#1, oil on canvas, 70x70cm
8. See you through the end of times, oil on canvas, 90x70cm
9. Backstage - horizontal/#1, acrylic and ink on canvas,  
   210 x 90cm

Screenshots of Videos 
„Drawings“ and „Plants“

Exhibition view, videos 
„Drawings“ and „Plants“, 

painting 2.4

Exhibition view right, 
painting 1. 9. and 7



UMWELT
2015, Galerie Duemilla, Manila, Philippines

Performing the tropic 
Exhibition text by Lisa Ito 

Lizza May David’s fifth solo exhibition of new works reflects 
on how the encounter with the tropical is likened to utopia: 
an ideal and othered state. Utopia exists in the imagination 
as an elusive condition; conversely, the artist explores the 
idea of the tropics as social construction, with its attendant 
stereotypes, tropes, and possibilities. Titled after the Ger-
man word for ‘environment’, Umwelt begins with the artist’s 
exploration of the affective qualities of nature: proceeding 
from her own physical response as a painter to the “plurality 
of beauty” represented by the color green, in particular. Her 
own transnational background (born in the Philippines and 
based in Berlin) may have provided the conceptual and 
sensory impetus to bridge the distance between the contes-
ted notion of paradise and its translation into contemporary 
painting. (...)

Animal Look, 2015, 
C-Print, 60x80cm

ausgestellt in Galerie 
Zimmermann-Kra-

tochwill, 2016

Exhibition view,  Das Urbild, 2015, 
oil on canvas; Jungle Fever, 2015, 

C-Print, 60x80cm



ARTIST UNKNOWN
2014, Installation Inside: Photographs of archived paintings, Curtains, 
Canvas; Installation Atrium: 7 Tarpaulins

In ARTIST UNKNOWN, Lizza May David works with a marginal aspect 
of the CCP Visual Arts Collection: the unclassified works. Established 
during modernization efforts of the postwar era, with an emphasis on 
the seventies and eighties, the CCP Visual Arts Collection consists of 
more than 1000 artworks.  David focuses on the 43 works in the collec-
tion that are listed as ‘Unknown‘ in the categories of ‘Artist’, ‘Title’ and 
‘Year of production’.
 
Exploring the syntax and grammar of an “exhibition”, the artist experi-
ments with “installation”, and “display”, investigating the potency of an 
institutional space, and thereby its architectural framework. 
 
The installation deals with in/exclusion, visible/invisibility of cultural 
knowledge.  It plays with the visitor’s expectation of what can or cannot 
be included in a museum collection.  Detached from expectations of the 
“artist name” and its novelty, David developed an alternative reading 
approach to exacerbate the visual language of tradition. Art history 
has generally been taught on the basis of the history of works of art, 
their formal characteristics and materials, and the circumstances that 
contributed to their coming into existence. [1] Works of art are exhibited 
according to a determined spatial grammar. The architecture used in the 
interiors of most exhibition spaces tends to privilege a certain type of 
art, mostly paintings or sculptures and architecture is constructed to suit 
the exhibition of painting and sculpture.
 
In ARTIST UNKNOWN, curtains are installed at the track lights that are 
conventionally used to hang spotlights for exhibited art works, blank 
canvases invite engagement as to what images need belong. The  
documentation process as photography is being displayed itself. 
A selection of documented paintings show methods of parallel tracks to 
modernist forms. What can we discover in reading the visual language 
of Philippine Modernity?  What kind of potency does institutional critique 
play in the construction of art and artistry in the complex formation of 
identities?[2]

Excerpt of text by Lian Ladia together with Lizza May David.
[1] Bartomeu Mari, “The Tasks of Curating”, Manifesta Journal No 7, 2009.
[2] Flaudette May Datuin, “Imaging/Restaging Modernity: Philippine Modernism in An/Other Light”, Per-
spectives on the Vargas Museum Collection: An Art Historical and Museological Approach, 1998.

Right: Exhibition view/ 
Outside Atrium

Right: Dokumentation images  
of unclassified works



ARTIST UNKNOWN Documentation images of unclassified works; the photographies were exhibitied in the gallery



THE INCOMPLETE PROJECT
2013, 140 x 200 cm, Acrylic and Oil on Canvas (triptych)
30.5 x 44.5 cm, Stamp pad Ink on Paper, 50 pieces
30 x 36 cm, Oil and Ink on Canvas

Engaging with the permanent collection of Ateneo Art Gallery 
The Uncomplete Project focuses on Filipino Modernity. David 
introspects on her own background of education abroad and re-
discovers these works under the backdrop of hierarchal classifi-
cation models, translation, representational practices and repro-
duction techniques touching sensitive notions like the concepts 
of “originality” and “copy”, the “periphery” and “central”.

Beyond the practice of research-based art, David translates the 
language to her own familiarity through the process of painting. 
She finally traces back early Filipino painters who copied engra-
vings with religious motifs, which came from Spain by the way 
through Mexico, mostly done by Dutch and Flemish engravers.

View at Ateneo Art Gallery, 2013



Up left: Screenshot video material
Others: Exhibition views at Beyond 
Reproduction: Mothering, Kunst-
raum Bethanien, 2011

LUDY‘S PAINTING
2011, Installation, One-channel video, loop, Acrylic painting, 
80x60 cm, Videomaterial out of Cycles of Care

Ludy was a former care worker once living in Israel. In her house 
- now in the Philippines, where she came back after years of 
being abroad - she talks about a painting, which was given to 
her after the death of her employer.

The painting and the wall color are mixed and repaited upon the 
basis of the rgb-videoimage. The question of translatability and 
representation of content and media material as a starting point 
goes to reflections on painting itself and its transfer to digital 
reproduction and vice versa, making links to the moving subjects 
in the realm of transnational migration.



born in Quezon City, Philippines
lives and works in Berlin, Germany

Education
1999 Fine Arts | École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts de Lyon | France
2000 Fine Arts | Class of Prof. Rolf-Gunter Dienst | Academy of Fine Arts | Nuremberg | Germany
2006 Media Arts | University of Arts | Berlin | Germany (Meisterschüler 2008)

Solo shows
2020 Bahala Ka [What do I know?] Kunstverein Hildesheim | Germany
2020 Untitled Painting #1- [infinity] | 1335mabini | Manila | Philippines
2016 Mangrove | Galerie Michael Janssen | Berlin | Germany
2015 Umwelt | Galeria Duemila | Manila | Philippines
2014 Tabula Rasa | 1335mabini Studios | Manila | Philippines
2014 Artist Unknown | Cultural Center of the Philippines | Manila | Philippines
2012 On Surface | Green Papaya Art Projects | Manila | Philippines
2008 The Model Family Award | Galerie Metro | Berlin | Germany

Group shows and screenings (selection)
2020 NOT VISUAL NOISE | Ateneo Art Gallery | Manila | Philippines
2019 Motions of this Kind: Propositions & Problems of Belatedness | Brunei Gallery at SOAS | London
2018 VIVA EXCON 2018 | Visayas Islands Visual Arts Exhibition and Conference | Roxas City | Philippines
2018 INCARNATOR: MINIATURE VIEWING ROOM | Bellas Artes Projects - Outpost | Makati | Philippines 
(video screening, invited by Paul Pfeiffer) 
2018 PRECURSE | Curated by John Hodany | Park Place Gallery | Brooklyn, New York 
2018 Bastards of Misrepresentation - Planet Merde | Galerie Melike Bilir | Hamburg
2018 Paintings must be meaningful | Pinto Art Museum | Philippines
2017 SCOPE:Pingpong | Space Ppong | Gwangju | South Korea
2017 SONIC SOUNDINGS | VENICE TRAJECTORIES | Venice | Italy 
2017 Digging For Fire | Art Anton | Pasay City | Philippines
2016 Never Shown on Purpose | Circle1 | Berlin | Germany
2016 They have come to escort me on the dangerous pathway of the intermediate state | Art Museum of 
Nanjing University of the Arts (AMNUA) | China (video screening, invited by J&K) 
2016 Graduale 16: No new kind of Duck | Rosa-Luxemburg Platz | Berlin | Germany
2016 Abortion of Cute | 8.Salon | Hamburg | Germany
2016 TRIAS | NON Berlin | Germany (weekly solo-exhibition series)
2016 Don´t Panic It´s Organic | Galerie Zimmermann-Kratochwill | Graz | Austria
2016 Topsy Turvy | Finale Art File | Manila | Philippines
2016 Electric Bulalo: Painting in Exile | Vinyl on Vinyl Gallery | Manila | Philippines
2015 Deluge 5 | nationalmuseum | Berlin | Germany
2015 UGAT-AGOS | NON Berlin | Germany
2015 STOP LOOK LISTEN | 1335mabini | Manila | Philippines
2015 Exoten-AdAptation_AdOption | WARP | Sint-Niklaas | Belgium
2015 Contemporary Transnational Journeys and Liaisons | Metropolitan Museum of Manila | Philippines
2015 Cycles of Care - screening | W3 | Hamburg | Germany
2015 Mai im Januar | Schau Fenster | Berlin | Germany
2014 IWF Mördertreff | Spor Klübü | Berlin | Germany
2014 They have come to escort me on the dangerous pathway of the intermediate state | Power Station of 
Art | Nikolaj Kunsthal | Copenhagen | Denmark (video screening, invited by J&K) 
2014 PRO TEST SONG TEST | Litmus Community Space | Seoul (artist group Global Alien) | South-Korea
2014 Kunst ist keine Privatmeinung | Zimma | Berlin | Germany (duo, with Alexandra Hopf) 
2014 They have come to escort me on the dangerous pathway of the intermediate state | Power Station of 
Art | Shanghai (video screening, invited by J&K)
2014 Die Ästhetik des Widerstands | Galerie im Turm | Berlin | Germany
2014 Brave New Worlds | Metropolitan Museum of Manila | Philippines
2014 Die Ästhetik des Widerstands | IG BILDENDE KUNST | Vienna | Austria
2013 Collective Diary | Space Mass | Seoul 

2013 Cold candy crush saga | Hinterconti | Hamburg | Germany
2013 The Oracle: What is your prophecy for the future? | The Wand | Berlin | Germany
2013 Defile | Galeria Duemila | Manila | Philippines
2013 TEXT | tête | Berlin | Germany
2013 YOU HAVE EVERY RIGHT | Ateneo Art Gallery | Manila | Philippines
2013 Migration/ Integration/ Diversity | Galerie “Zwischenraum” | Heinrich Böll Stiftung
2012 Rebus New York | Emely Harvey Foundation | New York (artist group Global Alien)
2012 Compounds of a Prism | another vacant space | Berlin | Germany
2012 Hauser XI | LOFT | Ansbach | Germany
2012 Scrutiny Mutiny | Gartenstudio | Berlin | Germany
2011 Being on the move: Reflections on migration | Litmus Community Space | Seoul | South-Korea 
2011 nothing2declare | Blanc Compound | Manila | Philippines
2011 ENDLOS UMSTRITTEN, EWIG SCHÖN | D21 Kunstraum Leipzig | Germany
2011 TOUCH ME | Hiraya Gallery | Manila | Philippines
2011 the power to host | iscp | New York | USA (artist group Global Alien)
2011 The American Dream | Gallery Homeland | Portland | Oregon | USA (artist group Global Alien)
2011 Mothering, Domestic and Private | Kunstraum Kreuzberg/Bethanien | Berlin | Germany 
2010 Bastards of Misrepresentation | Doing Time on Filipino Time | Freies Museum Berlin | Germany
2009 TONGUE | Beyond Belonging: Translocal | Tongue Laden | Berlin | Germany
2009 Asian Women‘s Filmfestival | Kino Arsenal | Berlin | Germany (screening)
(...)

Awards & Residencies
2014-16 Stipend | Fellowship Graduate School for the Arts | Berlin University of the Arts
2014 Artist in Residency | 1335Mabini | Manila
2014 Global Exchange Grant | Berlin Senate Cultural Affairs Department
2013 Exhibition funding | ifa - Institute for Foreign Cultural Relations
2011 Travel grant | Berlin Senate Cultural Affairs Department
2007-08 NaföG grant (Landesgraduiertenförderung des Senats Berlin)
2007 DAAD (travel grant in combination with NaföG) 
2007 Artist in Residency | Sodaart/Nomad | Villa Arson/Nice and Vienna

Presentations, other roles and projects (selection)
2019/2020 Lecturer/Seminar | Planetary Perspectives | Stitung University Hildesheim | Germany
2019 Lecture Performance | Alles ist interessant #2 | Kunstraum Ossastraße | Berlin | Germany
2019 Panel | SEA Currents | Raven Row | London
2018 L-STELLEN | Performance-Workshop at Hamburger Bahnhof - Museum für Gegenwart - Berlin 
// for more information see here
2017 Presentation | House of Memories | Transdisciplinary workshop/symposium at the Academy of 
Media Arts Cologne (KHM)
2016 Artist talk | ASIAN ART TALK SHOW 2016 | NON Berlin
2015 Initiator | Salon for Aesthetic Experiments: Tropes in Painting | House of the World Cultures 
Berlin
2015 Initiator, Artist talk | Philippine Studies Series Berlin „Moments and Gestures: Capturing Sub-
ject and Gender in Philippine Cinema“| Graduate School | University of Arts Berlin
2014 Presentation | Soongshil University | Seoul
2013 Performance and artist talk | Cultural Centre of the Philippines | Manila
2013 Artist talk | ArtSpeak Ateneo Art Gallery | Manila
2012 Essay | Unfixed - Postcolonial Perspectives in Contemporary Art
2012 Presentation (as artist group member Global Alien) | Where we meet: Cultural Translation and 
Art in Social Transformation | ifa - Institut für Auslandsbeziehungen | Werkstatt für Kulturen | Berlin 
2012 Presentation | As in Shop | Manila
2011 Curator Philippines | Asian Filmfestival Berlin | House of the World Cultures | Berlin
2011 Lecture at Class of Linda Wysong | Pacific Northwest College of Art | Portland | Oregon (as 
artist group member Global Alien)
(...)




